W OLFGANG R IEBE
COMEDY CORPORATE ILLUSIONIST
Ask yourself these questions :
1.)Why has Wolfgang appeared repeatedly on Television worldwide as well
as locally and has been the star of many of his own ‘Prime Time’ TV series ?
2.)Why have the world’s top 500 blue chip companies, conference organizers
and event planners repeatedly utilized Wolfgang for their functions ?
3.)Why has Wolfgang performed in 117 countries and still a huge success
after 22 years ?
* Could it have something to do with his special mixture of humor and modern illusion ?
* Or could it be due to his professional, sophisticated, stylish, light-hearted and high tempo presentation ?
* Or could it be because he is rated as one of the top professional corporate illusionists and inspirational
speakers in the world ?
117 Countries, from the USA to Russia to Iceland.
Every major city in the world from Singapore to Istanbul.
Wolfgang is one of a handful of magicians who has achieved fame & fortune by following his dream. To
describe his shows content as ‘magic tricks’ would be akin to saying Mozart had a few catchy tunes !
Imagine the most amazing magician you have ever seen, and couple this with the funniest comedian
you have ever experienced ! Business attire, plus sophisticated, up-market, tasteful and passionate
presentations makes him arguably one of the top corporate magicians in the world !
Every event is uniquely styled around the needs of a specific audience. Being a successful businessman
himself, Wolfgang understands the needs of his clientele. He travels across the globe, at a drop of a pin for
clients, and designs & brands according to their specific needs in a truly magical and humorous way.
Having been brought up in South Africa, and now residing in Europe, he is the most successful magician
in the history of the African continent. Author of over 20 books on conjuring, honorary member of some
of the oldest and most prestigious magical societies globally, he has lectured and shared his successes with
the London Magic Circle, Hollywood’s Academy of Magic Arts and performed regularly at the Magic
Castle. Considered a ‘professor’ in his field he has written hundreds of articles for many of the most
established magical publications in the USA and England, and been featured numerous times.
Besides appearing in leading theaters, international hotel chains, London’s West End, spectacular Vegas &
Broadway production shows, he is one of a handful of magicians who boasts many of his own TV shows
from BBC to SABC. He has appeared in motion pictures, in TV commercials and worked on the world’s
top 5 star plus cruise liners as a head-liner, including Cunard’s QE2 & Hapag Lloyd’s Hanseatic.
Wolfgang is a true international sensation ! He WILL add that Magic Touch to your next event !

